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To,
The Officer in Charge

Kotulpur P.S.

Sub:- Prayer for lodging specific case U/s 379l4ll IPC against Samar Ali Khan S/o- Jahur AIi
Khan and Nasir Uddin Mallick S/o- Jaynal Mallick both of vill- Itratbari, (Baital) PS- Joypur,
Dist- Bankura.

)

Sir,

In producing herewith the arrested persons namely Samar Ali l(han (26yrs) S/o-Jahur Ali
Khan and Nasir Uddin Mallick S/o- Jaynal Mallick (19yrs) both of vill- Hatbari (Baital), PS- Joypur,
Dist- Bankura, along with one seized TATA 407 pick-up van bearing Regi no- WB67A/0078, loaded
with wooden log, each length approx 7ft and few shorter size (as known Saal tree), I beg to state that
on 071041202'I at 15.45hrs, I ASI Jayanta Das alongwith force, vide C.C no- 89ll2l, and Kotulpur
PS GDE no- 245,Dt- 0710412021; was performing mobile duty. As per specific information myself
placed Naka at Chorkola Mprh, under Kotulpur P.S.

During Naka oheoking, myself with my accompanied force gave signal t.o stop the vehicle bearing

Regi no- W867N0078. But the driver of the vehicle violating the signal proceeded towards road on

high speed. Then we the police party chased the vehicle and detained near Ramdiha Khal. On my
asking the driver of the vehicle failed to produce any documents in respect of the said vehicle, neither
he produced any challan in respect of the Wooden log (Saal tree) loaded with it. During
interrogation, the driver admitted that the Wooden log of Saal tree is loaded at Joypur PS area. The

driver and helper of the vehicle failed to produce any challan. They also failed to explain anything in-

this regard. During interrogation, it could be learnt that the wooden log is stolen article.

Thereafter, I seized the TATA 407 pick up van bearing Regi no-WB67N0078,loaded with wooden

log of Saal tree. The log is covered with a plastic tripol. Total number of log is 110 pcs (One

Hundred Ten Pieces) as per proper seizure list, seizure time is in betweenr 16.15hrs to 17.lOhrs; and

arrested the person at l7.15hrs, as per procedure laid down in CrPC., and brought the person with
seized vehicle in P.S.

So, I pray before you to lodge a specific case a1g&nst the person, as per specific section of law.
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